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We offer products 
that are safe, 
biodegradable & 
made of reneWable 
raW materials.

they are environmentally
sound & certified under the 

nordic sWan eco-label.

Metsä Tissue is part of the Metsä Group, one of  
the largest forest industry groups in the world.  
Our Away-from-Home business is synonymous with  
the reliable brand name Katrin®, and brings comfort, 
wellbeing and superior hygiene solutions and functionality 
to large scale consumers in hospitality, health care,  
industry and public services.

Away from home hygiene requirements present different 
kinds of challenges. To be effective, solutions must take 
the volume of users, their varying needs and a demanding 
environment in to account in product development. KATRIN 
does this, and more – the solutions are carefully designed, 
to offer the right balance between the environmental 
considerations, social responsibility and economics.

KATRIN’s product portfolio is divided into  
3 different categories:

Washroom – Workplace – Guest Comfort

Our Washroom product range comprises all accessories 
that are required in an away from home bathroom.  
The assortment ranges from paper towels to rolls of toilet 
paper and includes a choice of dispensers to deliver just  
the right amount of product, on demand.

The Workplace category features a full range of supplies 
needed at the work station, including polyester products, 
cleaning tissue rolls and dispensers.

A Guest Comfort collection completes the product  
range of hygiene paper solutions available from Katrin,  
and includes napkins and facial tissues.

KATRIN. At Hand. 
An entire family of products all from a single source:
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KATRIN’s Product benefits  
will win you over 

Delivering maximum comfort and hygiene to the away from home environment.

Katrin products come in three quality grades – Plus, Classic and Basic.
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156050 KATRIN Plus 
System Toilet

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 85m
– 680 sheets
– 36 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

156005 KATRIN Classic 
System Toilet 800

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 100m
– 800 sheets
– 36 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

156159 KATRIN Basic 
System Toilet

– white, 1-ply
– 10cm x 115m
– 920 sheets
– 36 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

KATRIN System products
A complete range containing functional, robust dispensers and matching hand towels and toilet papers. The dispensers are elegantly 
shaped, contain only a small number of parts and are very easy to refill. Because they control paper usage, and present the paper to the 
user, only clean and previously untouched products are dispensed. This not only minimises consumption and with it your costs, but it also 
allows you to offer a completely hygienic solution.

953456 KATRIN System Toilet Paper Dispenser

– light grey 
– 16.3 x 27 x 16.5cm
– Highly functional and reliable
– Large capacity always holds enough paper
–  Two rolls – the second one automatically drops  

into place when the first one is finished
–  Dispenser can be refilled when the first roll has 

been used up so that there is always enough paper 
–  Paper brake to prevent rolls from spinning and 

possibly wasting paper

KATRIN System Toilet Tissue Dispenser & Toilet Tissue

953036 KATRIN System  
Hand Towel Dispenser

– light grey 
– 34.5 x 36 x 24cm
–  Large capacity  

and highly reliable
–  All of the paper on each roll 

is fully used (no wastage)
–  Large capacity, controlled  

use and ease of dispensing
– Quiet and reliable

KATRIN System Towel Dispenser & Towel Rolls

Certain dispensers available in white or 
silver. Lead times apply. Please contact your 

account manager for more details

Easy to load with a variety of grades of paper.

Simple design, 
minimum parts

460058 KATRIN Plus 
System Towel

– white, 2-ply
– 21cm x 100m
– 425 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

460102 KATRIN Classic 
System Towel M2

– white, 2-ply
– 21cm x 160m
– 680 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

460256 KATRIN Classic 
System Towel M2 Blue

– blue, 2-ply
– 21cm x 130m
– 565 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

460201 KATRIN Basic 
System Towel M

– white, 1-ply
– 21cm x 180m
– 782 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

The System toilet dispenser comes with a 
‘core catcher’ in every box, that ‘snaps in 
to place’ (without the need to demount it 
from the wall) and ensures your washroom 
remains free from used core waste.  
It also ensures that staff can see at a  
glance when the system needs  
a new second roll.

KATRIN Washroom  
System Dispensers & Paper Products

Functional, robust and cost effective

forestry laW in 
finland dictates that 

for every tree cut 
doWn, 4 neW ones 
must be planted. 

additionally,  
10-20 neW ones are 
groWn naturally.

Katrin products carry the Nordic Swan eco label, 
so whichever grade you choose, you can have 
confidence in your environmental impact. 

The Nordic Swan Label guarantees:

• Ecologically sustainable forest management
• Resource savings
• Low environmental burden in production
• Low waste generation
• Product quality in line with product safety laws
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HigH capacity: 
up to 600 sHeets Refill system 

witH stub-Roll 
function

Hygiene lock 
foR maximum 
safety
- Only the Katrin Plus 

Ease towel will function 
in the dispenser

katRin plus ease 
Hand towels
- A high-quality hand towel 

for soft and convenient  
hand-drying

- Complete use of each roll, 
minimizing waste of towel rolls

- Loading of the new roll before  
the old one is finished

- Less time spent on maintenance, 
higher dispenser capacity

settings  
optimised 
just foR you

- Sensor and towel-out 
dispensing modes

- Adjustable sheet 
length and delay

- Corresponds to 600 hand-dryings

Innovative technology from KATRIN
The motion-activated Katrin Ease dispen sers offer clean and functional solutions that promote good hand hygiene – particularly in 
heavily frequented areas where speed and maximum hygiene play an important role. The motion-activated dispensing is the key feature 
that enables product simplicity. And simplicity delivers uncomplicated use of the dispensers, simple maintenance; the best conditions for 
washroom visitors and, naturally, clean, fresh hands. The innovative technology helps eliminate unnecessary dispensing. This effectively 
reduces consumption and minimises the maintenance necessary to refill units.
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KATRIN   
Hygiene the easy way

The touch free, motion-activated dispenser

956051 KATRIN Ease Towel dispenser

High-precision, motion-activated, battery-driven dispenser system for 
maximum hygiene with the highest quality guarantee: uses only Katrin 
Ease Paper Towels. The control window indicates when the dispenser 
needs refilling which helps manage maintenance costs more efficiently. 
High capacity (enough for 600 hand-drying uses). Paper length can be 
set individually (20, 30 or 40 cm in length). Stub-towel-roll function. 
Easy to refill, maintain and clean. Low energy consumption: a single 
set of batteries can power up to 50,000 hand-dryings.

– light grey 
– 29.7 x 42 x 23.5cm

956209 KATRIN Ease Air Freshener

The KATRIN Ease air freshener releases an even fragrance 
from the first day to the last. It works in three modes: 
Light-activated – 24-hour operation – OFF (in switchoff 
mode). Its button opening makes refills easy to insert, 
wherever they are placed. The dispenser is quiet and easy 
to program and has very low maintenance requirements.

– light grey 
– 9 x 19.5 x 8cm

460065 KATRIN Plus Ease Paper Towels

Super-gentle, high-quality comfort. A single towel is sufficient 
for a hand-drying. Better absorbency. Between 300–600 paper 
towels, depending on length setting selected.

– white, 2ply 
– 20cm x 19cm x 120m
– 6 rolls/case 
– 36 cases/pallet

954618 (citrus), 954625 (Apple), 954649 (Rose) 
KATRIN Ease Air freshener

The fragrance fluid is protected against 
premature evaporation to provide an even 
fragrance for approximately 4 weeks.

– 12 packs/case 
– 240 cases/pallet

KATRIN Ease Towel Dispenser & Paper Towels

KATRIN Ease Air Freshener
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KATRIN Washroom  
Hand Towels

Paper towels in every variety imaginable!

The Katrin Handy Pack:
•  Hand Towel products that are environmentally sound AND soft to touch

• Innovative cases that will improve health & safety for your staff

•  Compact packaging with clear labelling facilitates efficient storage

•  Plastic casing reduces volume of waste, environmental impact and costs

Thousands of towels 
distributed in a safe way

Easy to store,  
stack and find

Products are 
protected from 
moisture and 
contamination

P
Re-useable bin bag

P
PRecyclable plastic 

casing results in 
less volume of 
waste

P P

343061 KATRIN PLUS  
Non Stop M3 

– white, 3-ply
– 20.3 x 25.5cm
– 120 towels x 15 sleeves
– 54 cases/pallet

343085 KATRIN PLUS  
Non Stop L3 

– white, 3-ply
– 20.3 x 34cm
– 90 towels x 15 sleeves
– 54 cases/pallet

343016 KATRIN BASIC  
Non Stop M 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 20.3 x 25.5cm
– 135 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

343023 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Non Stop M2

– white, 2-ply
– 20.3 x 25.5cm
– 135 towels x 15 sleeves
– 54 cases/pallet

344464 Katrin Hand  
Towel Non Stop M2 Wide

– white, 2-ply
– 24 x 25.5cm
– 135 towels x 15 sleeves
– 48 cases/pallet

343108 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Non Stop M2

– white, 2-ply
– 20.3 x 25.5cm
– 135 towels x 8 sleeves
– 50 cases/pallet

343115 KATRIN PLUS  
Non Stop L3

– white, 3-ply
– 20.3 x 34cm
– 90 towels x 8 sleeves
– 90 cases/pallet

344555 KATRIN Classic 
Non Stop

– white, 1-ply
– 23.5 x 24cm
– 250 towels x 14 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

344891 KATRIN Classic 
Non Stop Blue 

– blue, 1-ply
– 23.5 x 24cm
– 250 towels x 18 sleeves
– 24 cases/pallet

345859 KATRIN Basic  
Non Stop Natural

– natural white, 1-ply
– 23.5 x 24cm
– 250 towels x 18 sleeves
– 24 cases/pallet

KATRIN Interleaved – Non Stop

KATRIN Interleaved – Non Stop – in Katrin Handy Pack

KATRIN Easy Pack – Non Stop

Washing and then properly drying one‘s hands are the most effective steps in good hand hygiene. The most hygienic 
results are obtained with paper hand towels. Choose the right product for your needs – and minimise usage.

The right hand towel

343047 KATRIN PLUS  
Non Stop M2

– white, 2-ply
– 20.3 x 25.5cm
– 135 towels x 15 sleeves
– 54 cases/pallet

343030 KATRIN PLUS  
Non Stop L2

– white, 2-ply
– 20.3 x 34cm
– 100 towels x 15 sleeves
– 54 cases/pallet

The New Katrin Easy Pack is a self-contained sleeve of hand 
towels which is lightweight and easy to carry. The plastic 
enclosed sleeves protect the products from moisture, grease 
and dirt. The built in dispenser is easy to open and use, and all 
available in a small compact Handy Pack.

Non Stops in an Easy Pack
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KATRIN Washroom  
Hand Towels

Paper towels in every variety imaginable!

C-Fold
•  Traditional and most common folded towel
•  Difficult to control towel usage – users 

tend to take several towels at a time
•  For low standard hygiene usage areas

Non Stop
• Clean cut towels
• Towel opens automatically 
•  Dispenses one towel at a time  

– controlled usage
• Hygienic dispensing
• Fits most dispensers 
• Available in narrow width towels

Zig Zag
• Towel opens automatically 
•  Dispenses one towel at a time  

– controlled usage 
•  Usually lower quality and lower price towel
• Fits through C-Fold dispensers

One Stop
• Bonded towels
• Best tissue quality
•  Towel opens automatically – next  

towel immediately ready for usage
•  Available in medium & large sizes  

– large towels reduce consumption
• Hygienic dispensing
•  Requires specific dispenser or use of adapter
• Available in narrow width

KATRIN towels are available 
in the following folds:

C-Fold

Non Stop  
(z fold)

Zig Zag 
(v fold)

One Stop

344013 KATRIN Plus  
One Stop L 3

– white, 3-ply
– 23.5 x 34cm
– 90 towels x 21 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

345201 KATRIN Plus  
One Stop M 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 23.5 x 25cm
– 144 towels x 21 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

345355 KATRIN Classic 
Narrow One Stop L 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 20.6 x 34cm
– 110 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

344020 KATRIN Plus  
Narrow One Stop L 3

– white, 3-ply
– 20.6 x 34cm
– 90 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

345270 KATRIN Classic 
Narrow One Stop M 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 20.6 x 25cm
– 144 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

KATRIN Interleaved – One StopKATRIN Interleaved – Zig Zag

345152 KATRIN Classic 
One Stop L 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 23.5 x 34cm
– 110 towels x 21 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

345034 KATRIN Classic  
Narrow One Stop M 2 Blue

– blue, 2-ply
– 20.6 x 25cm
– 144 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

345287 KATRIN Classic  
Narrow One Stop M 2 light 

– white, 2-ply
– 20.6 x 25cm 
– 160 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

61717 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Zig Zag

– green, 2-ply
– 22.4 x 23cm
– 150 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

62769 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Zig Zag Mini Pack

– white, 2-ply
– 22.4 x 23cm
– 150 towels x 5 sleeves
– 200 cases/pallet

362002 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Zig Zag

– white, 1-ply
– 23 x 23cm
– 200 towels x 20 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

61694 KATRIN CLASSIC 
Zig Zag 

– white, 2-ply
– 22.4 x 23cm
– 150 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

61649 KATRIN PLUS  
Zig Zag 

– white, 2-ply
– 22.4 x 23cm
– 150 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

362200 KATRIN Basic 
Zig Zag Blue

– blue, 1-ply
– 23 x 23cm
– 250 towels x 20 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

362101 KATRIN Basic 
Zig Zag Green

– green, 1-ply
– 23 x 23cm
– 250 towels x 20 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

362309 KATRIN Basic 
Zig Zag Natural

– natural, 1-ply
– 23 x 23cm
– 250 towels x 20 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

Zig Zag Products 
starting with a 6 come 

in a Handy pack.

Zig Zag products 
starting with a 3 come 
in a cardboard case.

KATRIN EasyFlush hand towels are for closed 
sewage systems, such as found on transport 
systems including trains, planes and ships. 
EasyFlush delivers gentle but top-performing 
products, which rapidly and completely 
dissolve in water!

KATRIN EasyFlush

345379 KATRIN Plus Narrow  
One Stop M 2 EasyFlush

– white, 2-ply
– 20.6 x 25cm
– 144 towels x 21 sleeves
– 36 cases/pallet

344104 KATRIN Plus  
C-Fold 2 EasyFlush

– white, 2-ply
– 24 x 33cm
– 100 towels x 24 sleeves
– 24 cases/pallet

344388 KATRIN Plus  
C-Fold 2

– white, 2-ply
– 24 x 33cm
– 100 towels x 24 sleeves
– 24 cases/pallet

343275 KATRIN Classic 
C-Fold 2

– white, 2-ply
– 24 x 33cm
– 125 towels x 18 sleeves
– 32 cases/pallet

KATRIN C-Fold
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For dispensers see page 15



Networking for  
global sustainability

As part of the Metsa Group,  
Metsä Tissue promotes sustainable  

business through membership in the World Business  
Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). 

WBCSD is a global association of some 200 companies  
dealing exclusively with business and sustainable  

development. Metsa Group actively participates in  
WBCSD’s Sustainable Forest Products Industry project.  

Membership in the organisation requires fulfilment  
of criteria on sustainable business practice.

KATRIN Washroom  
Soaps, Gels, Toilet & Kitchen Rolls

High quality paper that‘s kind to skin
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Logistics

Metsä Tissue reduces  
its environmental impacts 

by reducing the total 
amount of energy  

consumed; increasing the  
use of non-fossil fuels and  
by using environmentally 
sound energy sources  
such as biomass and 
production waste.

We minimise effluents and 
actively seek non-landfill 

uses for production waste. 
We are also co-owners 

in a company that 
specialises in the 

recovery of  
by-products and 

waste originating 
from the forest 

industry and energy 
production and in 

finding the most 
efficient alternative 

ways of reusing  
this material.

In logistics, we aim to always deliver on time and in full 
(OTIF), whilst minimising transport emissions and costs.

We focus on efficient supply chain management, with 
mills close to both our raw materials and consumers 
helping to reduce our footprint further.

We favour railways and waterways and only work 
with transport companies that are committed to an 
environmental approach.
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112703 KATRIN Plus 
Toilet 280

– white, 2-ply
– 11.5cm x 39m
– 280 sheets
– 40 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

195027 KATRIN Plus 
Bulk Pack

– white, 2-ply
– 10.3cm x 21.5m
– 300 sheets
– 30 sleeves/case
– 36 cases/pallet

105003 KATRIN Plus 
Toilet 300 EasyFlush

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 37m
– 300 sheets
– 20 rolls/case
– 70 cases/pallet

106108 KATRIN Classic 
Gigant S 2 Mini Jumbo

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 200m
– 6.1cm (21/4“) core
– 1600 sheets
– 12 rolls/case
– 40 cases/pallet

112858 KATRIN Plus 
Toilet 210

– white, 3-ply
– 11.5cm x 29m
– 210 sheets
– 40 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

105200 KATRIN Classic 
Toilet 320

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 40m
– 320 sheets
– 36 rolls/case
– 60 cases/pallet

104749 Katrin Classic 
Toilet 200

– white, 2-ply, embossed
– 9.5cm x 23m
– 200 sheets
– 40 rolls/case
– 44 cases/pallet

62110 KATRIN Classic 
Gigant 300m

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 300m
– 9cm (21/4“) core
– 798 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 42 cases/pallet

169673 KATRIN Plus 
Toilet 143

– white, 3-ply, embossed
– 10cm x 18m
– 143 sheets
– 42 rolls/case
– 40 cases/pallet

104834 KATRIN Classic 
Toilet 400

– white, 2-ply, embossed
– 10cm x 48m
– 400 sheets
– 42 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

62080 KATRIN Plus 
Gigant 150m

– white, 2-ply
– 10cm x 150m
– 9cm (21/4“) core
– 394 sheets
– 12 rolls/case
– 40 cases/pallet

KATRIN Luxury

KATRIN Bulk PackKATRIN EasyFlushKATRIN Standard (Conventional)

KATRIN Mini Jumbo and Jumbo Toilet

225960 KATRIN Plus  
Kitchen 75

– white, 2-ply
– 22cm x 21m
– 76 sheets
– 32 rolls/case
– 27 cases/pallet

231608 KATRIN Classic  
Kitchen 50

– white, 2-ply
– 23cm x 11m
– 50 sheets
– 28 rolls/case
– 27 cases/pallet

KATRIN Kitchen Rolls

For dispensers see  
pages 14 & 15

152198 Lambi Luxury 
Toilet 6 pack

– white, 3-ply, embossed
– 10.6cm x 20m
– 160 sheets
– 24 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

We 
actively 
promote 
recycling 

and encourage 
consumers to join in 

our common effort to 
ensure the most ecological 
use of wood fibre through 
efficient paper recovery.  

We are also investors in specialist 
companies which provide recycling and 

environmental services. 

Recycling



KATRIN Consumables  
Other

High quality paper that‘s kind to skin

KATRIN Soap & Foam Dispensers

954151 KATRIN Classic  
Handwash

– 500ml
– 12 bottles/case

954359 KATRIN Classic  
Natural Handwash

– 1000ml
– 6 bottles/case

954205 KATRIN Classic  
Head & Body

– 500ml
– 12 bottles/case

954007 KATRIN Classic 
Handwash

– 1000ml
– 6 bottles/case

954052 KATRIN Classic 
Head & Body

– 1000ml
– 6 bottles/case

KATRIN Soaps

954366 KATRIN Classic  
Antibac Handwash

– 1000ml
– 6 bottles/case

953753 KATRIN  
Hygiene Bag Dispenser

– light grey 
– 10.2 x 14.8 x 2.9cm

Easily refillable standard  
equipment for any ladies‘ toilet.

961628 KATRIN Hygiene Bags

– 30 bags/pack 
– 25 packs/case 
– 30 x 25cm

954281 KATRIN Classic  
Foamwash

– 500ml 
– 12 bottles/case

954601 (Citrus) & 954656 (Apple)  
KATRIN Classic Air Freshener

–  requires a battery (size C) NOT included
– 6 cartridges/case 
– for dispenser 953555

954311 KATRIN Classic Disinfectant Foam

– seat sanitizing foam 
– 500ml 
– 12 bottles/case

954274 KATRIN Classic 
Foamwash

– 1000ml 
– 6 bottles/case

KATRIN Foamwash

KATRIN Air FreshenersKATRIN Hygiene Bag Dispenser & Bags

KATRIN Toilet Seat Wipes

KATRIN Soap & Foam Dispensers
KATRIN‘s recipe for excellent hand hygiene from hospitals to pubs to luxury restaurants. The soap dispensers are designed to dispense 
both liquid and foaming soaps. Lockable dispensers have a capacity of up to 1,400 portions. With hygienic cartridge system and robust, 
user-friendly pump, Katrin soaps are a highly effective, mild hand cleanser with an exclusive fragrance.

KATRIN fragrances
The fragrance system is the ideal addition giving every public toilet or washroom a fresh aroma.

953609 KATRIN 1L Liquid 
Soap Dispenser
953616 KATRIN 1L Foam 
Soap Dispenser

– light grey 
– 10 x 27.5 x 11.2cm

953654 KATRIN 500ml Liquid 
Soap Dispenser
953661 KATRIN 500ml Foam 
Soap Dispenser

– light grey 
– 10 x 19.4 x 11.2cm

15

to ensure continuous 
improvement of our 

operations & systematic 
implementation of the 

corporate responsibility 
principles, our paper 
mills have a certified 
iso 9000 quality & iso 
14001 environmental 
management system.

We support forest certification 
based on independent third-party 
verification (pefc or fsc). We knoW the 
origin of the Wood & only use Wood 
Which originates from commercial 
forests & not from conservation or 
other prohibited areas.
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953906 KATRIN  
Waste Bin with lid

– 25 litre 
– light grey 
– 42 x 55 x 28cm

953852 KATRIN Waste Bin

– 40 litre 
– light grey 
– 32 x 50 x 25cm

953951 KATRIN Waste Bin with lid

– 50 litre 
– light grey 
– 32 x 50 x 25cm

953357 KATRIN “Gigant” 
Toilet Paper Dispenser S

– light grey 
– 26 x 26.1 x 13.5cm

953807 KATRIN Facial 
Tissue Dispenser

Dispenser for facial tissues 
– light grey 
– 26.7 x 7 x 13.3cm

953401 KATRIN “Gigant” 
Toilet Paper Dispenser L

KATRIN Facial Tissue Dispensers

577119 KATRIN Plus Facial

– white, 2-ply
– 20.5 x 21cm
– 100 sheets
– 40 skillet/case
– 32 cases/pallet

KATRIN Facial Tissues

953258 KATRIN Centre 
Feed Dispenser S

– light grey
– 18.4 x 33.6 x 16.7cm

953302 KATRIN Centre 
Feed Dispenser M

– light grey
– 26 x 38.8 x 23cm

953203 KATRIN Hand 
Towel Dispenser L

For three to four sleeves  
of hand towels 
– light grey
– 30.5 x 51.9 x 13.2cm

953104 KATRIN Hand 
Towel Dispenser S

For one to two sleeves  
of hand towels
– light grey 
– 26 x 30.5 x 12cm

910305 KATRIN Hand 
Towel Dispenser M

For two to three sleeves  
of hand towels
– light grey 
– 30.5 x 38.9 x 13.2cm

910251 KATRIN Hand 
Towel Dispenser M

For two to three sleeves  
of hand towels
– light grey 
– 30 x 24.5 x 10cm 
For narrow width  
hand towels

KATRIN Centrefeed Dispensers

KATRIN Other Toilet Dispensers
953500 KATRIN 
Dispenser for single-
sheet toilet paper

– light grey 
– 14.7 x 30.5 x 13.5cm

Extremely reliable 
dispenser for folded 
premium toilet paper 
with single-sheet output. 
The dispenser is lockable.

953470 KATRIN  
2-roll Dispenser

– light grey 
– 14.5 x 30 x 14.5cm

Lockable toilet paper 
dispenser for two rolls. 
Robust and reliable.

KATRIN Waste Bin Dispensers
KATRIN waste bins ensure that your washroom stays fresh and clean. Bins are available in a variety of sizes and designs. 
They hold a large amount of paper, can be wall mounted and are perfect for use either with or without the lid.

KATRIN Gigant (Jumbo & Mini Jumbo) Toilet Dispensers
KATRIN Gigant offers a unique integrated residual roll holder so that all the paper on the roll is completely used up. The dispenser is 
lockable and in addition, the cutting edge is safe. It is also easy to refill, but the large, 2-ply rolls of toilet paper make it certain that you 
won‘t have to do that very often.

KATRIN Hand Towel Dispensers
KATRIN hand towel dispensers for folded towels are available in three different sizes for any washroom requirement from small/low 
to large/high usage.

KATRIN Washroom  
Waste Bins & Dispensers for Paper Products

Dispensing solutions for everyone

Certain dispensers available in white or silver. Lead times apply. 
Please contact your account manager for more details.
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KATRIN Poly Products – the perfect solution for mobile staff
Innovative wipes to clean all kinds of surfaces. Outstandingly robust, whether dry 
or wet. The low level of fluff helps keep cleaned surfaces free of annoying paper 
particles. Poly Products are solvent-resistant and extremely soft, and they meet 
the strict HACCP guidelines for the food industry.

Benefits: KATRIN Plus Poly white
–  An outstanding all-purpose towel, particularly low-linting

–  Critical cleaning tasks, such as in a printer’s shop or for surface  
preparation prior to paintwork application, etc.

KATRIN Poly Products in comparison to cloth towels
–  Quality: Much better conditions for absorbency and lint-free use

–  Workplace safety: Always a fresh sheet, with no risk of damage  
to skin through contact with harmful contaminants

–  Product safety: No residual particles, such as metal, can scratch  
sensitive surfaces

–  Environmental protection: No wash process involved

– Costs: Savings of 20 to 50%

455916 KATRIN Plus 
Poly Roll Box

– white, 1-ply
– 800 sheets 
– 325 x 365 mm
– 1 roll/case
– 24 cases/pallet

574211 KATRIN Plus 
Poly Box

– white, 1-ply 
– 75 sheets 
– 325 x 430 mm 
– 10 boxes/case
– 28 cases/pallet

62141 KATRIN  
Classic Hand Towel 
Roll Blue Light

– blue, 2-ply
– 15cm x 150m
– 400 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 40 cases/pallet

476027 KATRIN Plus  
Hand Towel Roll M

– white, 1-ply
– 21cm x 280m
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

447627 KATRIN Plus  
Hand Towel Roll M 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 22cm x 167m
– 450 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 32 cases/pallet

485049 KATRIN Classic 
Hand Towel Roll M 

–  white, 1-ply,  
embossed

– 21cm x 300m
– 790 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

475358 KATRIN Plus  
Hand Towel Roll  
M Coreless

– white, 1-ply
– 21cm x 280m
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

475211 KATRIN Plus 
Hand Towel Roll S Coreless

– white, 1-ply
– 21cm x 110m
– 12 rolls/case
– 45 cases/pallet448611 KATRIN Plus Hand 

Towel Roll M 2 Coreless 

– white, 2-ply
– 23cm x 167m
– 450 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 32 cases/pallet

481911 KATRIN Classic 
Hand Towel Roll M 2

–  white, 2-ply,  
embossed, laminated

– 21cm x 152m
– 400 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 36 cases/pallet

464802 KATRIN Plus 
S 2 Coreless

– white, 2-ply
– 21cm x 60m
– 214 sheets
– 12 rolls/case
– 45 cases/pallet

464414 KATRIN Classic  
Hand Towel Roll M 2  
Blue Laminated 

– blue, 2-ply, laminated
– 20cm x 148m
– 400 sheets
– 6 rolls/case
– 40 cases/pallet

KATRIN Centrefeed Rolls M KATRIN Centrefeed Rolls S

464659 KATRIN Classic 
Hand Towel Roll S 2 

– white, 2-ply
– 21cm x 60m
– 214 sheets
– 12 rolls/case
– 45 cases/pallet

Heavy oil/grease 4

Light oil/grease 4

Solvents 4

Water 4

Paints, printer’s ink 4

Vegetable oils/grease 4

574211 & 455916 
KATRIN Plus Poly white is suitable for:

Chemicals, grease, 
cleaning agents 4

The main areas of application:

KATRIN Washroom  
Wiping Products

What‘s at hand? Total hand care solutions!

447128 KATRIN Plus 
Industrial Towel L 2

– white, 2-ply
– 26.5cm x 300m
– 790 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 42 cases/pallet

464262 KATRIN Classic 
Industrial Towel XXL 3 Blue

– blue, 3-ply, embossed
– 38cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 1 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

Grease Oil

Water Paint

Blood Dust

464224 KATRIN Classic 
Industrial Towel XXL 3 Blue

–  blue, 3-ply, embossed, 
laminated

– 38cm x 190m
– 500 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 20 cases/pallet

447226 KATRIN Plus 
Industrial L 2 Blue

– blue, 2-ply, embossed
– 26cm x 350m
– 930 sheets
– 2 rolls/case 
– 42 cases/pallet

453815 KATRIN Plus 
Industrial Towel XL 2 1000

– white, 2-ply, embossed
– 26.5cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 42 cases/pallet

464118 KATRIN Classic 
Industrial Towel L 2 Blue

– blue, 2-ply, embossed
– 22cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 54 cases/pallet

481856 KATRIN Plus 
Industrial Towel XL 2 1000

– white, 2-ply, embossed
– 26.5cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 48 cases/pallet

464163 KATRIN Classic 
Industrial Towel XXL 2 Blue

– blue, 2-ply, embossed
– 38cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 30 cases/pallet

KATRIN Industrial Wiping Rolls – Blue/WhiteKATRIN Floor & Wall Stands

In industrial workplaces, employees need paper towels and dispensers that can withstand the demands of professional use.

The requirements of various industrial drying products are often complex. The products should be suitable for cleaning, wiping 
and polishing - and versatile enough for use on a variety of surfaces and with a range of types of impurities. 

We offer a complete range of industrial drying products for the best performance in rough environments. As important as it is to 
keep machinery and equipment in form, it is just as important to give employees the means to protect their hands and to keep 
them free of dirt, oil, grease and chemicals.

WIPE | CLEAN | POLISH – choosing the right industrial paper towels

999309 (Black 33cm) & 709141 (Blue 40cm) 
Line Floor Dispenser

999408 (Black 33cm) & 709158 (Blue 40cm) 
Line Wall Dispenser

– 1 Dispenser per case

464217 KATRIN Classic 
Industrial Towel L 3 Blue

– blue, 3-ply, embossed
– 22cm x 380m
– 1000 sheets
– 2 rolls/case
– 27 cases/pallet
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Napkin, 40 x 40cm, 2-ply, 1/4 Folds, 250 Pcs./Unit, 4 Units/Case, 42 Cases/Pallet

Product Code Colour Product Code Colour Product Code Colour

114980 white 115109 red 115130 green

115192 créme 115222 bordeaux

115253 yellow 115161 blue

Napkin, 40 x 40cm, 3-ply, 1/4 Folds, 250 Pcs./Unit, 4 Units/Case, 36 Cases/Pallet

Product Code Colour Product Code Colour Product Code Colour

115048 white 115345 red 115376 green

115437 créme 115468 bordeaux

115499 yellow 115406 blue

Napkin, 40 x 40cm, 1/8 Folds, 250 Pcs./Unit, 4 Units/Case

Product Code Colour Ply Cases/Pallet

115017 white 2 42

115079 white 3 36

Napkin, 33 x 33cm, 2-ply, 1/4 Folds, 250 Pcs./Unit, 4 Units/Case, 54 Cases/Pallet

Product Code Colour Product Code Colour Product Code Colour

113358 white 113389 red 113419 green

113471 créme 113501 bordeaux

113532 yellow 113440 blue

Napkin, 25 x 25cm, 2-ply, 1/4 Folds, 250 Pcs./Unit, 4 Units/Case, 96 Cases/Pallet

Product Code Colour Product Code Colour Product Code Colour

113020 white

DecoSoft® Napkin, 40 x 40cm, Tip-to-Tip, 1/4 Folds, 50 Pcs./Unit, 12 Units/Case, 36 Cases/Pallet

Product Code Colour Product Code Colour Product Code Colour

116854 white 116816 créme

Damask table cloth roll, 6 Rolls/Case

Product Code Colour Size Rolls/Case Cases/Pallet

117165 white 120cm x 50m 6 16
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Now, along with its perfect solutions for 
washrooms and workplaces, KATRIN can also 
offer you a complete collection of napkins for 
any occasion.

We choose not to use Through-Air-Drying (TAD) 
technology in our hygiene production processes. 

betWeen 2008 & 
2012, metsä group 
achieved a total 
saving comparable 
to 20.4% of the 
company’s energy 
consumption level 
of 2007.

by 2020, the group’s target is to  
further reduce fossil fuel based  

carbon dioxide emissions in  
production by 30% per product ton.  

(from the 2009 level) 

at the same time, We Will also target 
to improve energy efficiency by 10% 
& a saving comparable to 20% of the 

company’s energy consumption level. 
(from the 2012 level)

Use KATRIN brand napkins to make your guests feel right at home

KATRIN Guest comfort  
Napkins
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Metsä Tissue reports 
honestly and openly,  
using internationallty 
recognised protocols, 
on the material outputs, 
sustainability actions, 
successes and ongoing 
sustainability targets.
Full details are published  
annually on the web site  
(www.metsatissue.com)



Every care has been taken in the preparation of this brochure, but Metsä Tissue Ltd can not be held responsible 
for the accuracy of the information herein, or any consequence arising from it.

Printed on environmentally friendly paper.

Metsä Tissue Ltd.
Walton Reach, 28 Manor Road

Walton on Thames, Surrey 
KT12 2PF, UK

Tel. +44 (0) 845 601 8266
Fax. +44 (0) 845 601 8277

www.metsatissue.com
www.katrin.com
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